SAFETY EQUIPMENT

HOBBYAIR RESPIRATOR

The Hobbyair Pro 1 is a fresh air breathing system specifically designed for the amateur painter which allows only fresh air to reach the user's lungs. It features a comfortable, lightweight facemask with adjustable nosepiece for a secure seal and helps reduce eye wear fogging. Workplace applications: woodworking, grinding, sanding, sweeping, bagging, other dusty operations.

Facemask P/N 12-02373 $1,195.00

CITATION 4 HVLP SPRAYER/RESPIRATOR

CITATION 3 STAGE HVLP PAINT SPRAYER & RESPIRATOR W/ BOTTOM FEED GUN

Standard One Man System Includes: Citation Dual HVLP Pump, Two 40' hoses, one sprayer & one respirator, Half facemask & belt. Bottom Feed HVLP Paint Spray, Gun with Quart Cup, Complete System and Spray Gun Manual.

CITATION 3 SPRAYER & RESPIRATOR W/ GRAVITY GUN

Standard One Man System Includes: Citation Dual HVLP Pump, Two 40' hoses, one sprayer & one respirator, Half facemask & belt. Bottom Feed HVLP Paint Spray, Gun with Quart Cup, Complete System and Spray Gun Manual.

CITATION 3 STAGE HVLP PAINT SPRAYER & RESPIRATOR W/ BOTTOM FEED GUN

Standard One Man System Includes: Citation Dual HVLP Pump, Two 40' hoses, one sprayer & one respirator, Half facemask & belt, Bottom Feed HVLP Paint Spray, Gun with Quart Cup, Complete System and Spray Gun Manual.

3M™ PARTICULATE RESPIRATORS

These respirators provide worker protection against certain non-oil based particles. Comfortable, easy to use, and promotes greater worker acceptance. Increasing wear time. Features 3M’s patented filter media, nose foam, and adjustable noseclip that helps provide a secure seal and helps reduce eye wear fogging. Workplace applications: woodworking, grinding, sanding, sweeping, bagging, other dusty operations.

Description: Part No. | Price
--- | ---
B210 Standard dual mask | 09-01496 | $1.15
Vented dual mask | 09-01497 | $2.94

CENTURION TEAR-N-WEAR PROTECTIVE LENS COVERS

Each AOSAFETY Centurion® goggle TEAR-N-WEAR replacement lens protectors stack contains seven layers of high quality optically clear film. When the outer layer is soiled, scratched, or difficult to see through, simply “tear” the soiled layer off by pulling the tab horizontally from right to left. You now have clean and clear vision again and the next tab is automatically ready for your next tear away.

P/N 12-00894 $7.25

SAFETY SPECTACLES

These safety spectacles feature a contoured shape which offers unobstructed vision, excellent side protection and comfort fit bridge. Front color and temple color is black. Lens and side shield color is clear.

P/N 13-01100 $6.75 ea.

OPTICOR SAFETY GLASSES


P/N 04-05764 $1.15
P/N 04-05762 $2.25
P/N 04-05763 $2.75

SAFETY FACE SHIELD REPLACEMENT

Provides protection for the face and neck against chemical splash and flying particles.

Replace. Window, Clear

P/N 90030 $7.25

3M™ SECUREFIT™ PROTECTIVE CLEAR EYEWEAR

These glasses come with important safety features for overall eye protection, including impact protection, and polycarbonate lenses that absorb 99.9% UV-A and UV-B rays up to 380 nm. The lenses also meet the requirements of CSA Z94.3-2007 and ANSI Z87.1-2003. This protective eyewear weighs less than one ounce and is lightweight comfort.

Scrab Sand Blast Hood.

Lens for Scrab Blast Hood

ACCESSORIES

Lens for Scrab Blast Hood

Screen for Scrab Blast Hood
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